
Minister’s Report 

January, 2017 

Pastoral Care 

• Some phone calls & texts, no home visits, some cards, many in office/in passing 
conversations over the holidays.  

Worship 

• Co-led Lessons & Carols service on Dec. 24th; Led worship on all Sundays in 
December.  

• Supported the Worship Team in presenting a service on New Year’s Day, AND in 
hosting a pulpit guest on Jan. 8, 2017.  

• Working with Soul Matters themes: January - Prophecy 

• Met with Chris Raskind to plan music for January services – setting a regular 
meeting for this planning going forward in the new year! This is a joy! 

• Ongoing: Preparing graphics for Facebook and UUFB website to highlight 
upcoming worship services, monthly worship themes, etc. 

Social Justice 

• Attended Welcoming Congregation on 11/17 and SEJ meeting on 11/9  

• Brief discussion about more social justice involvement with Jerri & Jennifer 

• Attempting contact with Black Chamber of Commerce 

• Working with SEJ to get us registered for the MLK Day Parade 

UUFB Community 

• Children’s religious education program has a volunteer administrator! Megan 
Bieniek, a new member, has taken on the task of coordinating and 
communicating with teachers and parents.  

• Continuing to meet with the Healthy Relations Task Force – now promoting HRTF 
Workshop on Jan. 28th. Planning to tie this material into worship on Jan. 29th. 

• Discussions ongoing with Gary & Jeanine regarding Directory & Website – Should 
Friends be included in the online directory? How should we list couples with 
different surnames?  

Beaufort Community/Interfaith 

• United Interfaith Coalition held an interfaith event on Jan. 8th – a potluck dinner 
with several speakers offering blessings, in the style of their faith tradition, for 
the new year for Beaufort. I offered a UU style prayer, and our member TZiPi 



Radonsky offered a Jewish blessing. Our Fellowship was well represented in 
attendance! 

• Held two deep listening sessions for people to express post-election feelings. This 
is an area of pastoral care that is ongoing – listening to and bearing witness to 
our members’ deep feelings of turmoil in the wake of the election. Noted that 
there were at least 6 people present at these sessions who are not yet members. 

• Reached out to Black Chamber of Commerce, with no response. Will try again. 

Professional Development 

• Meeting with my peer coach monthly throughout the year. 

• Looking forward to SEUUMA spring retreat – and the  

• Registered for the UUMA Center Institute to be held in January, 2018 in Florida. 
This is a continuing education week held every three years, offering intensive 
workshops for clergy. I’ve registered for the learning track with Marcia McFee, 
who teaches practical worship classes around the country, helping ministers and 
worship teams make worship more sensory-rich and meaningful.  

• I’m planning to take a week of study leave at the end of February, to catch up on 
my professional reading – Hotchkiss, of course; as well as recommended material 
for COSM, and Stewardship, Anti-Racism/Anti-Oppression work, and upcoming 
worship themes. 

Building Dedication & Ministerial Installation 

 Over the past several months the topic of a building dedication service and 
installation service has come up off and on. Some members have expressed interest to 
me in inviting Rev. Nan White to come to the Building Dedication. I want to invite Nan 
to give the Charge to the Congregation for my installation as your settled Minister. Given 
the realities of ministers’ schedules, I’ve also thought it unlikely that Nan would be able 
travel here for two separate weekends. 

 I propose that we try to find a weekend where we can do both – dedicate the 
building and install the minister. There are a few possibilities for how this can happen: 

• Installation Saturday afternoon – Dedication Sunday morning (in service) 

• Dedication on Sunday morning (in service) – Installation Sunday afternoon 

• Dedication Saturday afternoon – Regular service Sunday morning – Installation 
Sunday afternoon (I would not recommend this last one. It’s too much for one 
weekend. Everyone would end up exhausted.) 

Here are some possible weekends, that would give us some lead time: 

April 22 & 23 



April 29 & 30 

May 6 & 7 

May 13 & 14 

May 20 & 21 

 In addition to Nan, I think I’d be inviting one or two (at the most) other distant 
participants. Most other clergy would be local, or at least in the Coastal Clergy UU 
Cluster.  

 What do you think? 

Respectfully submitted, 

Rev. Lori Hlaban 


